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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

The  plantwide  control  (PWC)  complexity  increases  for  highly-integrated  and  large-scale  chemical  pro-
cesses. This  work  presents  a novel  framework  for  decentralized  PWC  which  includes:  (i) the  selection
of  the controlled  variables  (CVs),  (ii)  the  pairing  between  the  manipulated  variables  (MVs)  and  the
CVs,  and  (iii)  the  determination  of  the  controller  algorithms  as  well  as  their  tuning  parameters  for
closed-loop  operation.  The  proposal  is to solve  the steps  (i) and  (ii)  simultaneously,  driving  the  selec-
eywords:
lantwide control
ecentralized control
ystematic methodology
ulp mill process

tion  of  the  most  effective  PWC  structure  from  a Pareto  optimal  set.  Here,  algorithms  based  only  on
steady-state  information  are  considered  to give  a  systematic  procedure  which  tries  to  minimize  the
use  of  heuristic  considerations.  Genetic  algorithms  (GA)  and  the  Hungarian  algorithm  (HA)  are  used
here  because  they  provide  a good  trade-off  between  computational  effort  and  acceptable  results.
The  proposed  methodology  is completely  tested  in a  pulp  mill  benchmark  and  compared  with  a
arge-scale process previous  one.

. Introduction

Typical chemical processes consist of many interconnected unit
perations, recycle streams and energy integration, resulting in
ighly coupled dynamics. In order to satisfy safe process opera-
ions, environmental regulations, product quality and maximize
rofits in this kind of processes, an efficient control structure design
rom plantwide perspective is necessary (Buckley, 1964). In this
hallenging scenario, the control problem complexity increases
eavily for big processes because a great number of variables are

nvolved.
Over the last decades, the process control community has devel-

ped a broad spectrum of PWC  methodologies for addressing the
esign problem in a complete plant. Depending on the approach
sed to develop the PWC  strategy, the methodologies can be based

n heuristics (Konda, Rangaiah, & Krishnaswamy, 2005; Luyben,
yreus, & Luyben, 1998; Vasudevan, Rangaiah, Konda, & Tay,
009), mathematics (Cao & Kariwala, 2008), optimization (Ochoa,
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M.S. Basualdo).

098-1354/$ – see front matter ©  2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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© 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Woznya, & Repkea, 2010; Sharifzadeh & Thornhill, 2012), or mixed
approaches (Basualdo, Feroldi, & Outbib, 2012; Chen, McAvoy, &
Zafiriou, 2004; Molina, Zumoffen, & Basualdo, 2011; Skogestad,
2000, 2004). An excellent review of PWC  methodologies was  pre-
sented by Vasudevan et al. (2009).  Beyond the above classification,
it is important that the approach can consider the many topics that
arise in the PWC  structure design (Downs & Skogestad, 2011). In
particular, methodologies with a good degree of systematics are
attractive especially when large-scale case studies are analyzed.
However, most previous works have mainly considered the Ten-
nessee Eastman (TE) problem (Downs & Vogel, 1993), the toluene
hydrodealkylation (HDA) plant (Stephanopoulos, 1984) and the
vinyl acetate monomer (VAM) plant (Luyben et al., 1998). In this
context, there is still a need to face larger highly integrated pro-
cesses so as to comprehend the complex nature of the problem,
and the many issues that need to be solved.

According to this, the complete benchmark of a pulp mill pro-
cess introduced by Castro and Doyle (2004b) is studied in the
present work in order to design and test a PWC  structure. This com-
plex case study introduces several features of interest including:
lead/lag responses, large time delays and nonlinearities, inverse
responses and slow settling times. The dimension of the pro-

cess (114 CVs, 82 MVs, and 58 disturbances) and the presence of
strong interactions represent a great challenge in terms of PWC.
Only Castro and Doyle (2004a) has considered this benchmark for
PWC  studies.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compchemeng.2013.01.010
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00981354
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/compchemeng
http://crossmark.dyndns.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.compchemeng.2013.01.010&domain=pdf
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Table 1
PWC  design methodology.

Step Description

A. Preliminary tasks
1. Process stabilization: Define the stabilizing control loops (Section 2.1)
2.  Model identification: Obtain a reduced process model (Section 2.1)

B.  Steady-state design stage
3. Control configuration: Select the CVs set together with the optimal

CVs–MVs pairing (Section 2.2)
C.  Dynamic evaluation stage

4. Controllers tuning: Determine the algorithm and tuning
P.A. Luppi et al. / Computers and C

In this work, the selection of the CVs is based on the sum of
quare deviations (SSD index) of the uncontrolled variables (UVs)
rom their operating points, assuming that the other measurements
re under perfect control at steady-state. This searching procedure
an be found in Molina et al. (2011) and it is implemented here
ia genetic algorithm (GA). Generally, the CVs selection problem
s related to monitoring, identification or fault detection. The
dvantage of the proposed SSD-based methodology is that it
llows to include the control objectives easily through some
eighting matrices. On the other hand, the control configuration

i.e. input–output pairings) is based on the overall pairing measure
OPM index) (Fatehi & Shariati, 2007) which accounts the degree
f interaction among the control structure. The pairing task is still
n open problem and an excellent review of strategies are given
n Khaki-Sedigh and Moaveni (2009).  Here, a novel procedure

hich integrates the CVs selection with the CVs–MVs pairing is
resented. This methodology proposes to select the final control
tructure from a Pareto optimal set by trading-off the SSD and OPM
ndexes. In other approaches (Molina et al., 2011; Sharifzadeh &
hornhill, 2012) these steps are applied sequentially. As each step
as an effect on the other, a sequential procedure might generate
uboptimal solutions. Moreover, it is common to utilize process-
ased experience and engineering judgment in order to pair the
Vs with MVs  for small-medium processes (Luyben et al., 1998;
harifzadeh & Thornhill, 2012). However, for large-scale systems
his procedure might become not practical because the number
f alternative designs increases dramatically. In this context, the
roposed methodology considers tools as the normalized relative
ain array (NRGA) and the Hungarian Algorithm (HA) in order to
ive a systematic procedure, minimizing heuristic considerations.

 comparison with a branch and bound solution (Kariwala & Cao,
010) is proposed to test the computational efficiency of the HA in

arge-scale systems.
The proposed architecture is decentralized and can be imple-

ented with P/PI controllers. Downs and Skogestad (2011) argues
hat methodologies for PWC  design are needed such that do not
se complex control technology and that do not require the control
xperts participation. This concept is clearly applied in the indus-
ry, where the decentralized approach is still predominant, being
he simplest of the PWC  structures.

In Castro and Doyle (2004a) a heuristic was utilized to develop a
WC  decentralized strategy for the entire pulp mill process. It incor-
orates many regulatory control loops, as well as cascade control
nd Kappa factor control. Here, the control strategies are compared
hrough closed-loop simulations of the rigorous nonlinear process

odel including several disturbances and setpoint changes. The
valuation is based on their capacity to reduce the total error by
uantifying the error improvement percent (EIP). Also, the profit

mprovement percent (PIP) index is used in order to analyze the
perating profits.

The contributions of this paper are: (i) a novel plantwide decen-
ralized methodology for large-scale processes, based on both the
um of square deviations and the overall pairing measure con-
epts, (ii) the new approach integrates algorithms computationally
fficient to give a systematic tool which minimizes the heuristic
oad, (iii) a proposal based on Internal Model Control (IMC) which
rovides controller tuning for the very large number of PI control

mplementations, (iv) to perform a dynamic evaluation on a big
ase study, (v) to compare the developed PWC  strategy with other
pproach.

The paper is organized as follows: the next section presents
he systematic PWC  design methodology, detailing its background

nd tools. Section 3 starts with a brief description of the pulp mill
rocess and its objectives, and continues with the application of
he developed PWC  design methodology to the case study. Section

 presents the simulation results, including an analysis of the
parameters for each control loop (Section 2.3)
5.  Closed-loop analysis: Evaluate the dynamic performance of the

designed strategy (Section 2.4)

dynamic behavior and the operation costs of the obtained control
structure. Finally, in Section 5 the conclusions and future works
are exposed.

2. Plantwide control design methodology

In this section, the PWC  design procedure is presented. The
main tasks of the methodology are schematically given in Table 1,
represented by five sequential steps. The control configuration
step constitutes the principal contribution and it is summarized
in Section 2.2.3.

2.1. Process stabilization and model identification

The pulp mill process is open-loop unstable, therefore it is nec-
essary to stabilize the plant through a certain number of control
loops. Generally, these control loops are related to level or pressure
in tanks and vessels, given its pure integrative behavior. The meth-
ods presented by Arkun and Downs (1990) and McAvoy (1998)
are helpful to achieve the process stabilization with a minimum
number of control loops.

Once all the unstable modes of the process are stabilized, dif-
ferent system identification techniques can be applied in order to
obtain reduced order models. Steady-state gains and also simplified
dynamic linear models can be estimated as proposed in Section 3.5
for supporting the control configuration and the controller tuning
steps, respectively.

2.2. Control configuration

The PWC  design methodology proposed here involves the selec-
tion of n CVs from a set of m available measurements (being m > n),
simultaneously with the n × n CVs–MVs pairing. This procedure
only requires steady-state information of the process. A detailed
discussion about this issue is presented in the following sections.

2.2.1. Evaluation of CVs sets
The methodology starts with the selection of different CVs sets,

based on the minimization of the sum of square deviations (SSD).
The SSD approach assumes perfect control in the least square sense,
considering that n variables are perfectly controlled at their desired
setpoint. The chosen variables guarantee that the (m − n) UVs will
remain as close as possible to its nominal operating point even
though the disturbances effects and setpoint changes (Basualdo
et al., 2012). Therefore, the steady-state SSD index is useful to eval-
uate and compare different CVs combinations.

Taking into account the well-known IMC structure presented in
Fig. 1, at steady state (s = 0) the UVs can be stated as:

set
yr = Sspys + Sdd (1)

where:

Ssp =
[
GrG−1

s

]
and Sd =

[
Dr − GrG−1

s Ds

]
(2)
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Fig. 1. IMC  structure.

ere, Gs(s), Ds(s), Gr(s) and Dr(s) are transfer function matrices of
 × n, n × p, (m − n) × n, and (m − n) × p, respectively. The vectors
set
s and d(s) of dimension n × 1 and p × 1 are setpoint and disturb-
nce vectors, respectively. As can be seen from Eqs. (1) and (2),  the
eviation of the UVs respect to its nominal operating point depends
pecifically on the CVs selection through Gs. Therefore, the idea is
o choose those CVs to minimize the following criteria:

SD = tr[�2
1ST

sp�2
2Ssp] + tr[�2

1ST
d�2

2Sd] (3)

here �1 and �2 are diagonal matrices that allow to incorporate
elative weights according to the magnitude of the setpoints, and
he importance between the considered outputs, respectively. �1
nd �2 play the same role as �1 and �2 for the disturbances,
nd tr [ · ] represents the trace of the matrix. By this way, the main
ontrol objectives of the process can be effectively incorporated.
ppendix C in Molina et al. (2011) shows that the minimization
f Eq. (3) drives to select the best rows of G(s) to construct Gs(s)
uch that the matrix conditioning of Gs(s) tends to be improved by
ncreasing its minimum singular value. This implies good controlla-
ility of Gs(s) and therefore the required control energy (deviations

n the manipulated variables) will not be excessive. It is known
hat ill-conditioned processes are essentially difficult to control
Skogestad & Postlethwaite, 2005).

Considering m available measures and n potential CVs, the prob-
em is to select a set of n variables from m such that the criterion
n Eq. (3) is minimized. This problem requires to do a great num-
er of combinations m !/[n ! (m − n) !] in order to find the optimal
olution. For this reason, an exhaustive search is unpractical for
arge-scale processes. Genetic algorithm (GA) is a stochastic global
ptimization method which proposes a generalized treatment for
hese problems, with the advantage that it produces a set with
he best solutions (sorted from the optimal one to the follow-
ng suboptimal solutions). This is an important result to evaluate
everal possible control structures. Even though the GA is able to
olve problems of very large dimension, it does not guarantee a
lobal minimum. However, a great number of applications using
A exists with acceptable results (Molina et al., 2011; Sharifzadeh

 Thornhill, 2012).
Using GA, the combinatorial problem can be stated as in Eq. (4):

[

in

Ci

SSD(Ci) = min
Ci

tr[�2
1ST

sp(Ci)�
2
2Ssp(Ci)]

+tr[�2
1ST

d(Ci)�
2
2Sd(Ci)]

]
(4)
al Engineering 52 (2013) 272– 285

subject to:

det (Gs(Ci)) /=  0 (5)

Ci = [c1, . . .,  cm] represents a binary chromosome. Here, cj = 1 indi-
cates that the measure corresponding to the location j is controlled,
and cj = 0 the opposite situation. The constraint in Eq. (5) guarantees
that the optimal solution for Eq. (4) is feasible.

The SSD index evolution over the last GA generations (solutions)
presents a typical flat zone, where its magnitude results very close
to the minimum (last solution). Taking into account a set of solu-
tions inside this zone it is possible to obtain the optimal CVs–MVs
pairing corresponding to each solution, where optimal refers to the
CVs–MVs pairing which presents the smallest interaction effect. In
the following, Section 2.2.2 presents a scalar index able to quantify
this interaction effect.

2.2.2. Optimal CVs–MVs pairing
The well-known relative gain array (RGA) presented by Bristol

(1966) has been a powerful tool for supporting the pairing selec-
tion problem in small-medium scale square processes. A review of
the pairing criterion using RGA and proposed modifications can be
found in Khaki-Sedigh and Moaveni (2009).

In the context of CVs–MVs pairing by RGA, the selection among
pairs with RGA values in either side of 1 might be confusing. Interac-
tion and robustness result different for the case of two  pairs which
have RGA values at the same distance from 1. However, it is possible
to normalize this behavior by mapping each element �ij of the RGA
through a nonlinear function f which drives to the NRGA (Fatehi &
Shariati, 2007). This allows to select rigorously and systematically
the best pairing among existing options. Thus, if ϕij represents each
element of the NRGA, the pairing criterion recommends: (i) avoid
pairings with zero values of ϕij, (ii) select pairs with large ϕij, (iii) the
selected pairs should satisfy the Niederlinski condition (Appendix
A). The optimal pairing selection can be obtained from the solution
of the next conditional assignment problem:

� = max
∑

Ps

ϕij (6)

where Ps represents the overall pairing which satisfies the NRGA
criterions given above. And � is a scalar index called overall pairing
measure (OPM). The HA proposed by Cooper and Steinberg (1974) is
a systematic method that solves efficiently assignment problems.
It produces acceptable results with minimal computational effort.

The OPM index represents a measure of the interaction effect
among the control loops, so it is useful for comparison purposes. A
lower value of OPM corresponds to a structure which has a higher
interaction effect. This behavior is not desirable for implementing
a decentralized control structure. In the following Section 2.2.3 the
novel decentralized PWC  methodology is presented. The control
structures corresponding to the set of solutions with similar SSD
index are compared according to their OPM.

2.2.3. Overall procedure
The proposed procedure can be summarized as follows:

1 Execute the procedure based on GA described in Section 2.2.1 to
find the minimum SSD index.

2 From step 1, select the set of solutions which SSD value is in the
small range of variation around the minimum (last solution).

3 For each solution selected in step 2:
• a. Construct the square matrix Gs according to the current set
• b. Obtain the corresponding RGA. Some RGA values could be
filtered in order to avoid unwanted CVs–MVs pairings (for
instance, pairings associated with RGA values smaller than 0.5).
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• c. From the (filtered) RGA, obtain the associated NRGA given by
ϕij = f(�ij).

• d. From the NRGA, use the HA in order to obtain the optimal
CVs–MVs pairing, and the corresponding OPM index value.

• e. Evaluate the associated Niederlinski index (NI) given by Eq.
(22) (Appendix A)

 From step 3, consider only the subset of solutions with NI > 0.
 The final solution must be selected from the Pareto optimal set
by trading-off the SSD and OPM indexes.

he proposed methodology only considers optimal sets (in the
PM sense) with NI > 0 (step 4). However, if all the solutions from

tep 3 present NI < 0, then the Appendix B in Fatehi and Shariati
2007) explains how to obtain suboptimal pairings. This might
equires several search-check-search loops to find solutions with
I > 0.

The selected decentralized structure can be implemented with
/PI controllers. In the following section, the controller design is
escribed in detail through the Internal Model Control (IMC) theory
hich is based on the linear models commented in Section 2.1.

.3. Controllers tuning

The tuning procedure allows to evaluate the closed-loop
ynamic response of the PWC  structure in order to demonstrate
he potentiality of the methodology. The idea is to check that all
ontrol objectives are satisfied and the control energy expenditure
s suitable.

Following the IMC  theory, the transfer function matrix of the
odel can be factorized by an invertible and a non-invertible part,

nd the controller is given by:

c(s) = G̃
−
s (s)−1F(s) (7)

here G̃
−
s (s) is the invertible part of the model, and

(s) = diag([1/(�f1s + 1)�1 · · · 1/(�fns + 1)�n ]) is the transfer func-
ion matrix of the low-pass filter such that Gc(s) be proper. If the
rocess model does not present any non-invertible part, then the

MC  approach can be converted to an unitary feedback control
olicy by:

∗
c(s) = G̃

−
s (s)−1F(s)[I − F(s)]−1 (8)

he robustness criteria presented in Rivera (1986, 2007) for the
ingle-input single-output (SISO) case can be used in order to tune
his generalized control structure. When there is no delay in the
ontrol loop, the criterion is 0 < �fi < �m

i
in order to improve the

losed loop time response. Here, �fi represents the filter time con-
tant which affect the input channel i, and �m

i
is the time constant

f the process model for the loop i. On the other hand, if time delay
i exists, it is suggested that �fi > 	i. Finally, the tuning parameters
or each control loop can be obtained through:

c = �m
i

+ 	i/2

Km(�fi + 	i/2)
(9)

i = �m
i + 	i

2
(10)

here Km is the static gain, �m
i

is the time constant, and 	i is the
ime delay of the process model. This approach generally produces
ood results for decentralized MIMO  control structures.

.4. Closed-loop analysis
This analysis is based on the dynamics of the CVs and the MVs
hen the controlled process is subject to pre-determined distur-

ances and setpoint changes. For this purpose, two indexes are
onsidered: the error improvement percent (EIP), and the profit
l Engineering 52 (2013) 272– 285 275

improvement percent (PIP). These are defined as follows, taking
into account the integral absolute error (IAE) and the total operating
profit (TOP) definitions:

1 Integral absolute error (IAE):

IAE =
∑

k

|r(k) − y(k)| (11)

The IAE index can be computed for each controlled variable y,
where r represents the corresponding setpoint.

2 Error improvement percent (EIP):

EIP = IAEbase − IAEnew

IAEbase
100 (12)

where base refers to a decentralized control strategy proposed
as reference, and new denotes the PWC  design developed in this
work. The EIP index can be obtained for each CV. The new control
strategy is better than the base one if the EIP index is positive.

3 Total operating profit (TOP):

TOP = Sales − Penalty Costs − Raw Costs (13)

The TOP involves the sum of raw material costs, penalty costs,
and the profits made from sales of products.

4 Profit improvement percent (PIP):

PIP = TOPnew − TOPbase

|TOPbase|
100 (14)

Finally, the PIP index considers the increased profits between the
base control strategy and the new control strategy. From an eco-
nomical point of view, a positive PIP means that the new control
strategy increases the operating profits.

The scores in the EIP and PIP allows to compare different control
strategies according to their performance.

3. Plantwide control of the pulp mill process

In this section, the complete methodology for PWC  design
described in Section 2 is applied to the large-scale pulp mill process
presented by Castro and Doyle (2004b).

3.1. Case study: pulp mill process

3.1.1. Process description
A simplified flow sheet of the pulp mill process is shown in Fig. 2

obtained from the work of Castro and Doyle (2004b). The process
consists of two major areas such as the fiber line and the recovery
plant.

The objective of the fiber line is to produce fibers from wood
chips at a desired production rate and quality. Major raw materials
of this process are wood chips and chemicals called white liquor
(WL) which consists primarily of NaOH and NaSH.

The most important objectives of the chemical recovery area are
to obtain energy from the combustion of black liquor and to regen-
erate the NaOH and Na2S from the weak black liquor coming from
the digester, extract liquor flows and the brown stock washing sys-
tem. A complete description of the pulp mill process can be found
in Castro and Doyle (2004b).

3.1.2. Process objectives
The objectives of the process (product quality, production rate,
etc.) and the process constraints (operational, safety and environ-
mental) are specified in Tables 1, 3 and 4 in Castro and Doyle
(2004b). The main goal is to produce pulp with a desired brightness
and production rate, with minimum cost.
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The correct operation of this stabilizing configuration was tested
through step-test simulations of the rigorous nonlinear process
model. If any of these loops is disconnected, then the system
becomes unstable for small step inputs.

Table 2
Stabilizing control loops.

CV no. MV  no. Kc Ti

34 18 −1.67 –
38 38 −5.0 –
53  62 5.0 –
Fig. 2. The pulp mill p

In the present work it is assumed that the process operates
nder nominal conditions, with a production rate of 630 tons/day,

 Kappa number of 2.50 and D2 Brightness equal to 0.81. This cor-
esponds to the default configuration of the benchmark problem.

The detail of the mathematical models as well as the computa-
ional code corresponding to the unit operations are available as a
enchmark problem for download from the Doyle’s Group web site
Doyle, 2002).

.2. Initial considerations

In this case study, a total of 114 CVs and 82 MVs  are initially
vailable in order to control the process. The nomenclature used
or all the CVs, MVs, and DVs is the same as that given in Castro and
oyle (2004b). The complete list of process variables is available in
ables 13–18 in Appendix F.
.3. Process stabilization

It was determined that the levels in the storage tank (CV34),
2 tower (CV38), smelt dissolving tank (CV53), storage tank no. 1
s. Schematic diagram.

(CV57), mud  mixing tank (CV73) and storage tank no. 2 (CV74), and
the smelt dissolving tank condensate temperature (CV55) should
be controlled in order to stabilize the process.

The corresponding CVs–MVs pairing, as well as its tuning
parameters were adopted to be the same as in Castro and
Doyle (2004b). These stabilizing control loops are indicated in
Table 2.
55  81 −0.005 30
57 46 3.0 –
73  60 −2.92 –
74 63 −2.92 –
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.4. Available variables for identification

Once the process is stabilized through the control loops shown
n Table 2, the available number of variables to be considered for

odel identification has been reduced from 82 MVs  and 114 CVs,
o 75 MVs  and 107 CVs. Concerning the disturbances, only those
hat were effectively accounted by Castro and Doyle (2004b) are
onsidered here for the model identification. This includes a total
f 13 DVs: wood densities no. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 (DV2 to DV8),
1 ClO2 stream composition (DV14), D2 ClO2 stream composition

DV19), dregs DR (DV45), ambient temperature (DV48), filter 1 DR
DV54) and filter 2 DR (DV56). Due to the additional considerations
etailed in Appendix C, the total number of variables for model

dentification results 74 MVs, 105 CVs and 13 DVs.

.5. Model identification

Here, the stabilized rigorous nonlinear model is considered in
rder to apply system identification techniques. This procedure
llows to obtain both the steady-state gains and the dynamic lin-
arized models corresponding to the input–output variables of the
rocess.

The experiments are based on step-tests implemented in the
atlab environment (Ljung, 1999, 2002). Hence, each specific input

s excited with a step of +1% above its nominal operating point, and
he output data is collected periodically with a suitable sample time
Ts = 5 min  is adopted, the same as Castro and Doyle (2004b)). This
mplitude of excitation results large enough to make the process
esponses clearly visible. It is not too large to avoid nonlinearities.

The data is normalized using scaling factors (Castro & Doyle,
004b) before starting the model identification procedure. For a
iven input mvi and output cvk, the corresponding normalized
teady-state gain gk,i is obtained as:

k,i =
cvkfinal

− cvkss

mvifinal
− mviss


mvimax


cvkmax

(15)

here cvkfinal
and mvifinal

are the unscaled final values, cvkss and
viss are the steady-state values, and 
cvkmax and 
mvimax rep-

esent the maximum range of variation of the input mvi and
utput cvk, respectively. The obtained gk,i conforms the normal-
zed steady-state gain matrix G, which has dimension 105 × 74. The
ame procedure is performed taking into account the disturbances,
btaining the normalized steady-state gain matrix D of dimension
05 × 13.

On the other hand, first order with and without time delay
ransfer functions are identified using the pem algorithm Ljung
2002) obtaining linear, low-order, continuous-time transfer func-
ion models with the following structure:

(s) = Kp

1 + Tp1s
e−Tds (16)

here Kp is the static gain, Tp1 is the time constant, and Td is
he time delay. The cited algorithm allows to estimate the model
arameters from the data, by using an iterative prediction-error
inimization method. The obtained dynamic linear models are

uitable for the controllers design, using the IMC  tuning method
resented by Rivera (2007).

.6. Control configuration

The design procedure continues with the generation of sev-

ral CVs sets as described in Section 2.2.1. For a particular set,
he methodology requires to compute G−1

s (Eq. (2)). For this pur-
ose, the GA discards as possible solutions those CVs sets such that
et(Gs) = 0 (unfeasible solution). In Appendix D an analysis of the
l Engineering 52 (2013) 272– 285 277

G matrix is additionally presented. The objective is to determine
which columns/rows of G should be removed before the execution
of the GA in order to avoid unfeasible solutions. After the matrix
analysis, the number of variables to be considered for the control
configuration step has been reduced from 74 MVs  and 105 CVs, to
57 MVs  and 93 CVs.

On the other hand, due to pulp mill process requirements
(Section 3.1.2) the D2 production rate (CV3), the E kappa number
(CV22) and the D2 brightness (CV26) must be controlled. Addition-
ally, the E tower temperature (CV23), the D2 tower temperature
(CV25), the kiln O2 mass fraction (CV79) and the kiln CaCO3 mass
fraction (CV81) have to be controlled because their corresponding
setpoints are selected to be modified during the closed-loop tests
(Section 4). A total of 7 CVs must be controlled.

In this context, the problem is to select 57 − 7 =50 CVs from
a total of 93 − 7 =86 available measurements. This is a com-
binatorial problem where the number of combinations results
86 !/(50 ! (86 − 50) !) =2.14 × 1024.

The problem to solve is:

min
C∗

i

SSD(C∗
i ) = min

C∗
i

[
tr[�2

1ST
sp(C∗

i )�2
2Ssp(C∗

i )]

+tr[�2
1ST

d(C∗
i )�2

2Sd(C∗
i )]

]
(17)

subject to:

C∗
i (j) = [Ci(1 : 2),  1, Ci(3 : 17), 1, 1, Ci(18), 1, 1,

Ci(19 : 59), 1, 1, Ci(60 : 86)] (18)

86∑
j=1

Ci(j) = 50 (19)

det(Gs(C∗
i )) /= 0 (20)

where Ci represents the search chromosome. The fixed 1’s in C∗
i

indicate that the corresponding measures are controlled (CV3,
CV22, CV26, CV23, CV25, CV79 and CV81). �1 is defined as a diag-
onal matrix of dimension 57 × 57, which has a weight value of 1
in the positions corresponding to these CVs, and 0.1 in the rest. In
addition, the configuration �2 = I36 and �2 = I36 implies equal rel-
ative weight between variables, where Ii represents the identity
matrix of dimension i × i. By setting �1 = I13, all perturbations are
considered with the same weight.

The GA was executed with the settings shown in Table 3 and the
weight matrices defined above. Its execution was  repeated several
times (using the same configuration) but starting from different ini-
tial populations (chosen randomly). In all cases it was verified that
the optimal solution was the same. In addition, all GA executions
ran long time in order to achieve the stabilization of the SSD index.
Otherwise, the obtained solutions would have SSD indexes far from
the optimum (undesirable).

As shown in Fig. 3a, the GA evolves towards the optimal solu-
tion reducing the value of the SSD index along its generations.
Fig. 3b shows the evolution of the percentage of unfeasible solu-
tions during this search process. The SSD index has very similar
values from solution L = 183 to the last generation, presenting a
typical flat zone.

Therefore, the set of solutions from generation L = 183 to L = 500

were considered for the step 3 of the procedure (Section 2.2.3). For
each solution, the corresponding RGA was filtered in order to avoid
pairings with RGA values smaller than 0.3. Finally, the NRGA, the
optimal CVs–MVs pairing, the associated OPM index, and the NI
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Table 3
Genetic algorithm parameters.

Ni Nc n Ng Mutation Crossover
(Initial population) (No. of potential CVs) (No. of CVs to be selected) (No. of generations) Probability Probability Selection

13,000 86 50 500 0.7/Nc 0.7 Roulette wheel
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tant. This seriously difficult the implementation of the controllers.
Fig. 3. GA evolution: SSD index a

ere calculated for each solution. The following typical normaliza-
ion function f(�) was used for NRGA calculations:

 (�) =

⎧⎨
⎩

0, � ≤ 0

�, 0 < � ≤ 1

e(1−�)/4, 1 < �

⎫⎬
⎭ (21)

Fig. 4 shows all feasible solutions corresponding to the flat
one with NI > 0, where only points B and M belong to the Pareto
ptimal set. In Table 4 the corresponding values are presented.
maller values of SSD (x-axis) and (OPMo − OPM) (y-axis) are pre-
erred to larger ones. Here, OPMo = 57 represents the best OPM
hat a decentralized control structure of dimension 57 × 57 can
chieve.

Solution L = 193 (point B) presents a SSD index degradation of
1.2% respect to solution L = 349 (point M),  but presents the max-

mum OPM value. On the other hand, solution L = 349 (point M)
egrades 1.1% the OPM respect to solution L = 193 (point B), but

resents the minimum SSD value. Therefore, solution L = 349 (point
) is finally selected due to its good trade-off between SSD and OPM

alues:

Fig. 4. Feasible solutions corresponding to the flat zone with NI > 0.
rcentage of unfeasible solutions.

C∗
349 = [0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0,

1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,
1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0,
1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1].

This solution suggests to select the CVs no. 3, 5, 7, 12, 14, 15, 17,
18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 35, 36, 37, 40,
41, 43, 44, 49, 50, 52, 56, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 72, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 81,
82, 86, 91, 92, 93, 96, 98, 99, 106, 112, 113, and 114.

The final CVs–MVs interconnection is obtained in a systemati-
cally way through the NRGA-HA algorithm, as described in the step
3 of Section 2.2.3. The performance of this procedure was  compared
against a branch and bound solution proposed by Kariwala and Cao
(2010), as shown in Appendix B.

In Fig. 5 the NRGA matrix of the system is presented. The MVs (x-
axis) have been rearranged in order to group the selected elements
in the diagonal. A close examination of the NRGA shows that there
are sub-blocks where the interactions of the process are impor-
Tables 11 and 12 in Appendix E show the complete input–output
pairing as well as the controllers parameters obtained according to
the IMC  procedure (Section 2.3).

Table 4
SSD and OPM values corresponding to the solutions of the flat zone with NI > 0.

Point L (generation no.) SSD index OPM index OPMo − OPM

A 183–188 18.94 49.20 7.80
B  193–202 17.27 49.46 7.54
C  203–208 17.64 47.32 9.68
D  209–214 17.14 47.39 9.61
E  215–225 16.97 47.39 9.61
F  226–230 16.46 47.39 9.61
G  231–239 16.40 47.19 9.81
H  240–241 16.21 47.39 9.61
I  261 15.83 45.31 11.69
J  263–275 15.83 45.31 11.69
K 277–283 15.83 45.31 11.69
L 311 15.53 48.90 8.10
M  316–349 15.53 48.90 8.10
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Table 6
Dynamic performance comparison.

CV description IAE (base) IAE (new) EIP [%]

D2 Production rate (CV3) 126.05 130.84 −3.80
E  Tower Kappa no. (CV22) 75.79 266.63 −251.82
Fig. 5. NRGA m

. Closed-loop analysis

Closed-loop simulations of the complete nonlinear model were
one to evaluate the performance of the developed PWC  structure.
he applied disturbance/setpoint sequence is described in Table 5.
Figs. 6–10 show the closed-loop responses corresponding to key
ariables of the process, where the new strategy is confronted with
hat proposed by Castro and Doyle (2004a) (base).

able 5
etpoint/disturbance sequence applied to the process.

Time [h] Event Associated
var.

Value
(scaled)

0 Kiln O2 % change CV79 −1.0
0  Kiln CaCO3 % change CV81 −1.0
8.3  Wood chips density no.1 change DV40 0.2327
8.3  Wood chips density no.2 change DV41 0.0872
8.3  Wood chips density no.3 change DV42 0.2908
8.3  Wood chips density no.4 change DV43 0.1551
8.3  Wood chips density no.5 change DV44 0.4265
8.3  Wood chips density no.7 change DV46 −1.0

25  Wood chips density no.2 change DV41 0.25
25  Wood chips density no.3 change DV42 −0.25
41.6  D1 ClO2 stream composition change DV52 −0.5
41.6  D2ClO2 stream composition change DV57 −0.5
56.6  Kiln O2 % change CV79 −1.125
75  Ambient temperature change DV130 −1.0
83.3  Dregs displacement ratio change DV127 −1.0
83.3  Filter 1 displacement ratio change DV136 −1.0
83.3  Filter 2 displacement ratio change DV138 −1.0
91.6  Bleach pulp production change CV3 0.5

100 E Kappa no. change CV22 −0.83
100.16  E tower temperature change CV23 1.5
101.5  D2 tower temperature change CV25 1.5
101.5  D2 brightness change CV26 5.0

E  Temperature (CV23) 2.01 2.17 −7.96
D2 Temperature (CV25) 2.18 2.60 −18.93
D2 Brightness (CV26) 753.63 796.70 −5.72
Black liquor solids % (CV44) 23.76 17.20 27.60
Kiln O2 mass fraction (CV79) 401.61 352.23 12.29

Kiln CaCO3 (CV81) 221.95 1384 −523.57

Table 6 shows the obtained IAE and EIP indexes presented in
Section 2.4.  The TOP and PIP indexes corresponding to each opera-
tion unit of the process are also included in Tables 7 and 8 in order
to analyze the involved control energy expenditure.

Fig. 6 shows the dynamics of the D2 production rate control

loop (CV3-MV1). In Fig. 6a, the tracking of the CV is showed. As
can be seen, the new control structure presents good tracking
behavior for the setpoint change at t = 91.6 h, with a small increase

Table 7
Economic performance. Original control structure (Castro & Doyle, 2004a).

Operation unit Costs [$] Penalties [$] Sales [$] Profits [$]

Digester 3,218,600 – 11,307,000 8,088,200
Brown stock 8870 – – −8870
Oxygen tower 147,170 – – −147,170
Bleach plant 1,567,700 256,670 – −1,824,400
Evaporators 1,700,900 – 1,187,100 −513,870
Recaust 360,590 – – –360,590
Lime kiln 139,250 2 – –139,250
Total 7,143,100 256,670 12,494,000 5,094,100
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Fig. 6. CV3 and MV1  closed-loop responses.

Table 8
Economic performance comparison.

Operation unit Costs [$] Penalties [$] Sales [$] Profits [$] PIP [%]

Digester 3,173,000 – 11,309,000 8,136,000 0.59
Brown stock 9663 – – −9663 −8.94
Oxygen tower 147,400 – – −147,400 −0.16
Bleach  plant 1,620,300 153,010 – −1,773,300 2.79
Evaporators 1,663,800 – 1,159,100 −504,760 1.77
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Recaust 353,160 – 

Lime  Kiln 129,750 – 

Total 7,097,100 153,010

n the corresponding IAE value (EIP = −3.8%). The rate of change is
imilar for both strategies, which produces similar digester sales
see Tables 7 and 8). However, Fig. 6b shows a lower wood chips
ow (MV1) which represents a reduced digester operational costs
nd therefore PIP = 0.59%.

In Fig. 7a, the tracking of the D2 brightness (CV26) is presented.
s can be seen, the new strategy presents acceptable tracking
ehavior for the setpoint change at t = 101.5 h, with a small increase

n the corresponding IAE value (EIP = −5.7%). Despite of this, CV26
volves to the reference faster than the original decentralized
trategy and is able to reduce the time during which the quality
equirement is not satisfied. This results in an increase of the PIP
or this operation unit (PIP = 2.8%).

In Fig. 7b, the tracking of the kiln O2 mass fraction (CV79) is

howed. The new control structure presents good tracking behav-
or for successive setpoint changes corresponding to t = 0 h and

 = 56.6 h, resulting a reduction of 12.3% in the IAE respect to the
riginal decentralized strategy.

Fig. 7. CV26 and CV79 clo
– –353,160 2.06
– −129,750 6.83
12,468,000 5,218,000 2.43

For the E tower temperature (CV23) and the D2 tower tem-
perature (CV25), the new strategy shows good tracking behavior
for setpoint changes corresponding to t = 100.16 h and t = 101.5 h
respectively, with an acceptable increase in the corresponding IAE
values: EIP = −7.9% and EIP = −18.9%, respectively. The associated
figures are not depicted here since there are no appreciable differ-
ences between the dynamics of both control strategies.

In Fig. 8a, the tracking of the E tower Kappa no. (CV22) is showed.
As can be seen, the new PWC  is capable of tracking the setpoint
change, but presents an increase in the IAE index due to the signif-
icant overshoot during setpoint change.

The percentage of black liquor solids (CV44) and the effect 2
steam flow (MV43) are shown in Fig. 9a and b respectively. The
new strategy presents good regulatory behavior in presence of

disturbances, maintaining the CV44 next to the reference value of
0.65, obtaining a decrease of 27.6% in the IAE index. In addition,
MV43 presents a suitable evolution without excessive control
energy requirements. In Table 8 it is observed that PIP = 1.77%

sed-loop responses.
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Fig. 8. CV22 and CV24 closed-loop responses.
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Fig. 9. CV44 and MV

or the evaporators. This is related to the lower energy of control
equired by the new control strategy, which in fact reduces the
vaporators operational costs.

Fig. 10 shows the dynamics of the kiln CaCO3 control loop (CV81-
V71). In Fig. 10a, the tracking of the CV is presented. The new

tructure is capable of tracking the setpoint change at t = 0 h, but

ith an increase in IAE value due to the significant overshoot at

 = 0 h. Fig. 10b  depicts the kiln fuel flow (MV71), which has a suit-
ble evolution with a smaller consumption of fuel.

Fig. 10. CV81 and MV71 cl
sed-loop responses.

For the case of digester Kappa no. (CV5), O Kappa no. (CV19),
E washer [OH−] (CV24) and slaker temperature (CV62) the new
strategy presents poor regulatory performance due to overshoots
and slow responses during the transition to the reference value. For
instance, Fig. 8b shows the dynamics of the E washer [OH−] (CV24).

As shown in Figs. 6b, 9b and 10b, the designed PWC  has a steady-

state operation point different from the base case. This is due to the
fact that the compared control structures have different steady-
state multivariable gains.

osed-loop responses.
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Table 9
Pareto-optimal set for the pulp mill process.

BAB solution 1 BAB solution 2

� − IM 6.32 11.682
RGA-sum 666.49 659.135

Table 10
NRGA-HA and BAB solutions comparison.

NRGA-HA solution BAB solution 2

NI index >0 >0
OPM index 48.899 48.175
82 P.A. Luppi et al. / Computers and C

The proposed decentralized PWC  strategy presents acceptable
ehavior in presence of setpoint changes, but still needs to be

mproved in order to reject disturbances with better performance.
n the other hand, there is a global costs reduction when comparing
gainst the original decentralized strategy proposed by Castro and
oyle (2004a). Thus verifying that the control energy expenditure

s suitable.

. Conclusions and future work

The case study of the pulp mill benchmark problem indicates
hat the proposed PWC  methodology produces workable decen-
ralized control structures for large-scale processes. The approach
s based on steady-state information, and tries to reduce the use of
euristic considerations. Only the design of the inventory control
ystem is addressed using engineering insights. In addition, it
as shown that minimal computation times are required by the
roposed NRGA-HA algorithm in order to solve the large CVs–MVs
airing problem. The achieved results show stable and acceptable
ynamic performance under several disturbances and setpoint
hanges, using only conventional SISO P/PI controllers. This behav-
or was compared with the strategy proposed by Castro and Doyle
2004a), where additional cascaded PI and Kappa controllers were
ncluded.

In a future approach, the problem of MVs  selection will be dis-
ussed so as to reduce the number of actuators, and therefore the
mount of sensors and controllers to be installed, minimizing the
nvestment cost. Furthermore, future works will complement the
WC  procedure in order to design fault-tolerant control systems.
inally, the applicability of parallel computing techniques will be
nalyzed to accelerate the dynamic simulations.
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ppendix A. Niederlinski index

Let G̃s denote the matrix obtained by setting to zero all elements
f Gs that do not correspond to input–output pairings. Thus, det(G̃s)
s equal to the product of the nonzero elements.

The Niederlinski index (NI)  associated to the control structure
efined by G̃s is (Chiu & Arkun, 1990):

I = det[Gs(0)]∏
Ps

gs(0)
(22)

here Ps represents the set of input–output pairings.
If the NI results negative, then the overall structure becomes

nstable for a controller with integral term whatever the tuning of
he controllers.

ppendix B. Branch and bound comparison

The efficiency of the branch and bound (BAB) approach from

ariwala and Cao (2010) was examined on the pulp mill benchmark
roblem (n = 57). This test was carried out on a desktop computer
ith Intel Pentium Dual-Core E2500 (2.50 Ghz, 4 Gb RAM) using
atlab r2009b.
�  − IM 12.886 11.682
RGA-sum 660.061 659.135

From the empirical relationship (Eq. (20)) in Kariwala and
Cao (2010), the estimated average computation time results
2.17 × 1054 s, which is intractable. However, a computation time
limit of 5640 min (4 days) was  configured, knowing that only some
solutions of the Pareto-optimal set would be obtained (Table 9 ):

On the other hand, the presented NRGA-HA solution (Section
3.6) was obtained in 0.125 s with the same computer. Comparing
this solution with the BAB solution 2 (see Table 10), they only differ
in 4 of the 57 pairings. The NRGA-HA solution suggests the pairs:
CV37-MV40, CV40-MV5, CV43-MV3 and CV106-MV16. While the
BAB solution 2 proposes: CV37-MV5, CV40-MV3, CV43-MV16 and
CV106-MV40. The remaining 53 pairs result the same for both solu-
tions.

Both methodologies produce similar solutions (see Table 10),
however the NRGA-HA algorithm results computationally efficient
for large-scale systems.

Appendix C. Pulp mill model considerations

Inspecting the Simulink model of the benchmark Doyle (2002)
it is noted that:

1 The Digester Kappa no. (fast) (CV4), and the Digester Kappa no.
(slow) (CV5) correspond to the same variable.

2 The WL  flow to the oxygen tower (which corresponds to the
Oxygen Kappa control output) is not declared as a manipulated
variable, unlike other Kappa control outputs (i.e. MV20, MV23,
and MV26). It is considered as an internal variable in the Simulink
model.

According to this, the following actions are taken:

1 Only the Digester Kappa no. (slow) (CV5) is considered in the
present analysis.

2 The white liquor flow to the oxygen tower is considered as a new
manipulated variable (it is defined as MV83). This will allow to
replace the original Oxygen Kappa control by a PI control (like
with MV20, MV23, and MV26). In addition, the Simulink block
WL fractions1 determines its outputs MV59 and MV49 through
algebraic operations based on its inputs MV1, MV2, MV3  (and
now also MV83). For this reason, MV59, MV49, and CV101 (which
is paired with MV49) will be considered as internal model vari-
ables in the present analysis.

Appendix D. G matrix analysis

First, it is necessary to check that all n columns of G are linearly

independent so as to avoid det(Gs) = 0. Otherwise, all GA solutions
will be unfeasible. It is noted that the G columns corresponding to
MV48, MV53 and MV73 to MV80 are equivalent. The same happens
with the columns associated with MV14 and MV15, and also with
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Table 12 (Continued)

CV no. MV  no. Kc Ti

63 82 −0.18 2.5
72  56 −1 44
75 83 −0.005 –
76 65 0.0001 –
77  70 −0.004 –
78 53 −0.005 –
79  69 0.05 5
81  71 −0.0018 79
82  55 −0.8 30
86 13 0.0015 –
91  51 0.2 22
92 67 0.2 20
93  68 0.21 20
96  66 −0.0035 2.5
98  64 0.0035 500
99 19 0.04 500

106 16 0.05 500
112  58 0.1 –
P.A. Luppi et al. / Computers and C

V19 and MV24. For this purpose, it is decided to consider only one
anipulated variable of each of these groups (for instance MV53,
V14 and MV19), and remove the others.
On the other hand, those rows of G which are linear combina-

ion of other rows, and also those rows which elements are all zero
ust be removed. It is noted that the G rows corresponding to CV8

nd CV39, CV9 and CV40, CV68 and CV69, CV80 and CV81, CV104
nd CV61, CV107 CV109 and CV111, CV108 CV110 and CV112, are
espectively equivalent. Then it is decided to consider only one
easurement of each of these groups (for instance CV39, CV40,

V69, CV81, CV61, CV111 and CV112), and remove the others. Addi-
ionally, the rows corresponding to CV58, CV64 and CV71 are null.
herefore, they are not taken into account.

Finally, it is possible to exclude some MVs  such that the maxi-
um  RGA-element decreases by several orders of magnitude, as in

astro and Doyle (2002).  Applying sequentially this criterion, it is
ecided to exclude MV27, MV31, MV32, MV34, MV35 and MV57.
s a result, the condition number of the filtered G matrix is sensibly
educed. Note that a large condition number could mean that the
rocess has large RGA-elements, which indicates control problems
Skogestad & Postlethwaite, 2005).
ppendix E.

Tables 11 and 12

able 11
ontroller parameters. Fiber line control loops.

CV no. MV no. Kc Ti

3 1 0.01 44
5  2 −0.01 190.2
7  7 −0.02 50

12 6  0.005 –
14  8 1.132 2.5
15  4 0.755 2.5
17 10 0.02 2.2
18  11 0.09 2.2
19 37 −0.03 314.4
20  14 0.05 1
21  17 0.05 120
22  20 −0.46 45
23  22 1.5 3
24 23 0.03 57.4
25  25 1.5 3
26  26 0.03 85.5
28  9 1 9.2
29  33 −0.05 13
30 72 0.13 13
31  21 0.02 2.5
32  30 0.04 13
33  28 0.06 –
35  36 −3.436 20
36 29 −0.069 1
37  40 0.005 –
40  5 0.02 90

able 12
ontroller parameters. Chemical recovery control loops.

CV no. MV no. Kc Ti

41 12 0.1 –
43  3 0.02 –
44  43 0.37 42.5
49  44 −0.1 –
50  42 −0.2 9.2
52  39 −0.19 99.3
56  45 0.2 –
59 47 −0.15 44
60  50 −5 30
61 41 −1 –
62 52 0.1 30.3
113 61 0.004 –
114  54 0.1 500

Appendix F.
Tables 13–18

Table 13
Fiber line outputs.

Output no. Description Output no. Description

1 Digester production rate 17–18 Recycle stream no. 1–2
2  Storage production rate 19–20 O Kappa no. and T
3 D2 production rate 21 D1T
4 Digester Kappa no. (fast) 22–23 E Kappa no. and T
5  Digester Kappa no. (slow) 24 E washer [OH−]
6  Digester pulp yield

(calculated)
25–26 D2 T and brightness

7 Bleached pulp yield
(calculated)

27–33 Washer no. 1–7 DF

8  Upper extract EA 34 Storage V
9 Lower extract EA 35 O washer effluent T

10  Upper extract conductivity 36 O washer inlet
consistency

11  Lower extract conductivity 37 O P
12–14 Cooking T (cook, mcc,

emcc)
38 D2V

15 Digester WL T 39 Upper extract EA
(estimated)

16  Upper extract T 40 Lower extract EA
(estimated)

Table 14
Fiber line manipulated variables.

MV  no. Description MV  no. Description

1 Wood chips flow 19–20 D1 water and ClO2 flow
2–3  Dig. WL  flow

(cook/wash zones)
21–22 E wash water and

steam flow
4–8  Dig. steam flows 1–5 23–24 E caustic and water

flow
9  Mill water flow 25 E steam flow

10–11 Pulp washing split
fraction 1–2

26–27 D2 ClO2 and caustic
flow

12 O caustic flow 28 D2 wash water flow
13 Excess WL  split fraction 29 O split fraction 2
14–15  O steam flow 1–2 30 E split fraction
16  O split fraction 1 31–35 Pulp washing split

fraction 3–7
17 O steam flow 3 36–37 O coolant and oxygen

flow
18  Pulp flow to bleach

plant
38 Bleached pulp flow
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Table 15
Fiber line disturbance variables.

DV no. Description DV no. Description

1–8 Wood chips T and
densities

15–16 E caustic T and
concentration

9 Mill water T 17 E water stream T
10–11  O caustic T and

concentration
18–19 D2 ClO2 T and

concentration
12 D1 mill water T 20–21 D2 caustic T and

concentration
13–14 D1 ClO2 T and

concentration
22 D2 wash water T

Table 16
Chemical recovery outputs.

Output no. Description Output no. Description

41 WBL  flow 82–83 WL  T and causticity
42–44 BL T, flow and

concentration
84–85 WL  NaOH

concentration and flow
45–52  Evaporator no. 1–8 V 86–87 WL  NaSH

concentration and flow
53–54 Sdt V and density 88–89 Edt NaSH

concentration and flow
55–56  Sdt condensate T and

vapor flow
90 Mud  flow

57 Storage tank 1 V 91–93 Filter 1–3 WLR
58–59 Glc upper V and lower

density
94–100 Recycle no. 1–7 flows

60–61  GL T and Na2CO3

concentration
101 WL  flow

62–64  Slaker T,
condensate/vapor flow

102–103 GL density and solids
concentration

65  Classifier T 104 GL Na2CO3

concentration
(estimated)

66–67  Causticizer no. 1 T and
EA

105 Causticizer 1
conductivity

68  Causticizer no. 2 T 106 Causticizer 1 EA
(estimated)

69–70  Causticizer no. 3 T and
EA

107 Causticizer 3
conductivity

71–72  Wlc  upper V and lower
density

108 Causticizer 3 EA
(estimated)

73  Mud  mixing tank V 109 Wlc  liquor conductivity
74 Storage tank no. 2 V 110 Wlc  EA (estimated)
75–76 Lime exit T and front

end T
111 WL conductivity

77–78  Kiln hot gas T and back
end T

112 WL  EA (estimated)

79–80  Kiln O2 and CaCO3

mass fraction
113 Mud  Ca(OH)2

concentration
81  Kiln CaCO3 (slow) 114 Mud  Ca(OH)2 mass

flow

Table 17
Chemical recovery manipulated variables.

MV  no. Description MV  no. Description

39 Weak BL split fraction 1 57 Clarified WL  flow
40 Evaps. caustic flow 1 58 Caustic make-up flow
41 Evaps. salt-cake flow 59 O WL  flow
42–44 Evaps. effects 1–3

steam flow
60 Limemud mixer exit

flow
45  Sdt scrubber caustic

flow
61 Mud  washer filtrate

flow
46  Sdt green liquor flow 62 Weak wash make-up

water flow
47–48  Glc dregs/clarified liq.

flows
63 Limemud flow to filter

49  Green liquor flow to
slaker

64 Limemud dilution
water flow

50  GL cooler coolant flow 65–66 Limemud split fraction
1–2

51  Dregs filter wash water
flow

67–68 Mud  filters wash water
flow

Table 17 (Continued)

MV  no. Description MV no. Description

52 GL split fraction 69–70 Kiln
primary/secondary air
flow

53  Fresh lime screw speed 71 Kiln fuel flow
54 Lime feed split fraction 72 O wash water flow
55 WL cooler coolant flow 73–80 Effect 8–1 exit flow
56  Wlc  limemud flow 81–82 Scrubber coolant flows

Table 18
Chemical recovery disturbance variables.

DV no. Description DV no. Description

23–27 Effect 8–4 P 45 Dregs filter DR
28 Evaps. split fraction 46 Dregs filter water

stream T
29  Evaps. caustic stream T 47 Fresh lime T
30  Evaps. salt-cake stream

T
48 Ambient T

31–32 Evaps. effect 1 steam T
and P

49 WL cooler coolant
stream T

33 Evaps. effect 1 vapor
dome P

50 Caustic make-up
stream T

34–35  Evaps. effect 2 steam T
and P

51 Wash wash make-up
water T

36  Evaps. effect 2 vapor
dome P

52 Limemud dilution
water T

37  Evaps. flash tank 1 P 53 Mud  filter 1 wash
water T

38–39 Evaps. effect 3 steam T
and P

54 Mud  filter 1 DR

40  Evaps. effect 3 vapor
dome P

55 Mud  filter 2 wash
water T

41 Evaps. flash tank 2 P 56 Mud filter 2 DR
42  Split fraction 3 57 Kiln fuel T
43 Sdt scrubber caustic T 58 Lime screw fill factor

44  GL cooler coolant

stream T
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